
DIGGERS IN BLIGHTY 
 

Year of release: 1933 • Screenplay: Pat Hanna, Ed Warrington, Wilfred King and Bert Reid  
 

Lanky and phlegmatic Chic Williams (Pat Hanna) and his short and 

resourceful friend Joe Mulga (George Moon) face ten days in the 

stockade for absconding with five jars of rum from the Quartermaster's 

stores. At the same time, a British intelligence officer, Sir Guy Gough, is 

seeking to outwit a German spy ring, run by Von Schieling and a French 

adventuress. Chic and Joe, Corporal Joe McTavish, and Captain Jack 

Fisher help trap the spies and gain invaluable information. They are 

rewarded with ten days' leave in London, where Captain Fisher has a 

romantic involvement with a young woman named Alison. 
 

Having made the decision to never again work with F.W. Thring in the 

aftermath of the producer's decision to reorder the sequence of scenes in 

Diggers (1931), Pat Hanna formed his own production company. He 

nevertheless took advantage of Thring's absence from Australia in 1932
1
 

to utilise Efftee Film Productions' Melbourne production facilities for the 

making of this sequel. One interesting production decision was to shoot 

the French chateau exterior scenes at the Old Melbourne Gaol.  
 

Filming began in early October 1932 and took about six weeks. Although 

Hanna had freed himself of Frank Thring's creative input, he again 

encountered difficulties, this time with associate director and actor 

Raymond Longford. According to Eric Reade, Longford failed to adapt to 

the new demands of the 'talkies', both in his acting and directing, and as a 

consequence imparted too much melodrama into the film. Hanna was 

therefore forced to re-shoot many of Longford's scenes (129).  
 

Responses to the film from reviewers around the country were mixed. Arguably the most critical was that published in 

the Sydney Morning Herald: 
 

    Mr. Pat Hanna announced from the stage at the Capitol Theatre on Friday that his company had just started on 

the production of another film. The first public view of Diggers in Blighty suggests that, before proceeding 

further with this venture, he should have a radical overhauling of his technical methods.  

    The whole procedure of himself and Mr. Raymond Longford in directing Diggers in Blighty has been 

antiquated and unsatisfactory. They have repeated the mistakes that London and Hollywood made in the earliest 

days of talking films; and that the best directors in both camps have long outgrown.  

    First and foremost, they have had the idea that the audience must be treated during every moment to a torrent 

of shouting and noise. Everyone in the play seems to be talking at the top of his or her voice; and talking so fast 

that the listener often grows quite desperate trying to keep up with them. Any microscopic respites from speech 

are zealously filled up with bursts of lively music.  

    In the second place, the directors must realise that actors need directing when they are before the camera. 

Merely to turn the players (however clever) loose in a drove across the studio floor is fatal. There must be minute 

attention to detail in every movement. The acting in Diggers in Blighty is often much too violent for the screen; 

and in the case of the women, the energetic "registering" of emotion recalls the early days of the silent screen.  

    In the third place, Mr. Hanna would be wise to consult well-informed opinion concerning his story and his 

continuity. Both are exceedingly weak. These three groups of technical defects all but swamp what conventional 

humour the film contains; though there are some genuinely amusing moments near the end ("New Films," 5). 
 

Although the Argus critic was less indignant, and saw something to praise, he or she nevertheless saw problems that 

needed rectifying. The review was also dominated by George Wallace's film, Harmony Row: 
  

Pat Hanna's new film, Diggers in Blighty, is a chapter from the adventures of the lovable trio Chic Williams, Joe 

Mulga, and their Scottish comrade Corporal McTavish They are genial larrikins, all three; but then antics would 

be more amusing if there was less aimless falling over each other To give some dramatic interest to the story, the 

slapstick is seasoned a dash of intrigue and romance. Pat Hanna is supported by George Moon and Joe Valli in 

the principal parts. Among the minor characters Norman French and John Darcy show most finish Thelma Scott 

and Nellie Mortyne make a charming pair of maidens. The film would be improved with stronger lighting and 

more freedom and variation in the composition of scenes ("New Australian," 3). 

 
 

                                                           
1
  Thring was on a sales mission to the United Kingdom for a good part of the year. 
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Among the more positive reviews was Perth's Daily Mirror. Under the heading "Popular Pat: Another Hanna Mirth-

Maker at Capitol," the reviewer writes: 
 

    If there is any doubt about the ability of Australian producers to make laughable, clean and technically 

acceptable comedies of the type now so much in demand in Australia and England, it will be immediately 

dispelled on witnessing Pat Hanna's hilarious comedy Diggers in Blighty now at the Capitol. 

    This film, which is Pat Hanna's first independent production, is a sequel to Diggers and graphically proves the 

fact that enormous strides have been made in Australian film production, Diggers in Blighty, is an attractive 

achievement for all concerned in its production, and its director, and star, Pat Hanna, deserves congratulations... 

Pat Hanna shows himself to be a master of this kind of comedy, and should become a popular star throughout the 

country (10). 
 

Diggers in Blighty was screened jointly with George Wallace's Harmony Row during its initial release period. The 

Australian and New Zealand distribution rights to both films were granted to Universal. The film did relatively well 

while it toured with Harmony Row, but according to Hanna his company never realised much of a profit. According to 

Hanna in a letter to the Courier Mail in 1934, the film took over a year before he received back the cost of production" 

("Queensland Films, 3). 
 

1933: Hoyts Theatre De Luxe, Melbourne; 11 Feb. [world premiere] 

- 71 min.; black and white; sound  

  - Dir/Prod. Pat Hanna (Pat Hanna Productions); Assoc Dir. Raymond  

     Longford; Dir of Ph. Arthur Higgins; Des. W. R. Coleman;  

  - Cast incl. Pat Hanna (Chic), George Moon (Joe), Joe Valli (Corporal  

     Joe McTavish), John D'Arcy (Captain Jack Fisher), Norman French  

     (Sir Guy Gough), Prudence Irving (Alison Dennett), Thelma Scott  

     (Judy Fisher), Edwin Brett (The Colonel), Nellie Morlyne (Aunt  

     Martha), Iza Crossley (The Sister), Raymond Longford (Von  

     Schieling), Guy Hastings (Quartermaster Sergeant), Alfred Frith (a  

     'Tommie'), George Randall (Colonel-Paymaster), Field Fisher  

     (Muddles), Reg Wykeham (W. O. Pay Corps), Sylvia Sterling  

     (French Adventuress).  

  - Pat Hanna appeared on stage during the course of the world premiere.   

  - Much of the film was shot in Efftee Film Studios, Melbourne. Some  

     newsreel war footage, and stock footage of London tourist highlights  

     were also used. The Old Melbourne goal became the set for a French  

     chateaux. 

 

 

 

SEE ALSO 
 

Famous Diggers   •  Pat Hanna •  Chic and Joe    •  Diggers (1931)      

 

 

 

 

 

 

Daily Mirror (Perth) 10 June 1933, 10. 
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L-R: Field Fisher, Nellie Morton, George Moon and Joe Valli 
 

 

 
 

L-R: Norman French, John D'Arcy, Pat Hanna,  

George Moon and Joe Valli 
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Joe Valli, Pat Hanna and Raymond Longford. 
 

 

 

 

Isa Crossley with Pat Hanna (seated) in a dream sequence. 
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